HGSI INVESTMENT SOFTWARE, LLC
110 Saybrook Harbor
Bradfordwoods, PA 15015-1318
Phone: 253 863-2389
Email: hgs@highgrowthstock.com
Internet: www.highgrowthstock.com
Product: Visual analytical software for evaluating 10,234 US securities and 178 industry groups (Bloomberg industry grouping), 1,577 ETFs/ETNs, and 580 closed-end funds
Data updates: Intraday 15-minute delayed and end-of-day
System requirements: Windows 7 or higher, Internet browser, multicore Intel i5 or greater at 3 GHz or faster, 12 GB or more, 3 GB free space or more
Price: $59/month or $599/annually; free 30-day trial. Pricing includes data and program updates.

by Leslie N. Masonson

Originally reviewed HGSI Investment software for this magazine in 2008. The software was specifically designed for self-directed investors/traders and professionals to evaluate indexes, sectors, industry groups, stocks, exchange traded funds (ETFs) and exchange traded notes (ETNs) for the highest-probability profit opportunities. Since then, it has also been used by investment managers as an economical alternative to much more expensive products.

Over the past six years, this software has been extensively enhanced with newly created groupings of securities; innovative analytic tools such as visual strategy backtesting; investing strategies from a cadre of experienced traders; and a high-level charting capability with unique customized indicators. Users can easily customize the analytics to their specific investing/trading style by using predefined and self-defined filters on the vast securities universe to limit the number of investable securities to the “best of the bunch” that meet the selected filtering criteria. This ability allows users to concentrate their efforts on a select group of securities rather than having to watch the entire market to look for the potential leaders. The HGSI software looks for patterns and trends in the market and then focuses on analyzing stock and ETF groups to unearth the most promising ones for further review using advanced charting and unique indicators, some of which are available only in this software.

USING THE PROGRAM’S ANALYTICS
HGSI software is made up of four modules (tools): designer, warehouse, charting, and ranking. They are interlinked, so that you can easily go from one to another with a mouse click. Learning to effectively use these modules and their capabilities takes time and practice. Spending the time to understand each module’s contents by practice along with the help tools and videos will substantially shorten your learning curve. Let’s review the highlights of each module.

Designer module: The designer is a group database that places hundreds of stocks and ETFs/ETNs into three major categories: HGSI reference groups, smart groups, and user groups. HGSI reference groups contain groups of securities organized by exchange (NYSE, AMEX, NASDAQ), by ETFs and ETNs, by ETF components for hundreds of ETFs, by market indexes, by market index components, by industries and sectors, by market breadth, and more. HGSI reference groups contain hundreds of index components, by industries and more. HGSI reference groups contain hundreds of ETFs, market indexes, market index components, industries and sectors, market breadth, and more. Market breadth is broken down by major exchange and contains the number of advancing and declining stocks and the respective volume, as well as the number of new highs and lows—all useful data in determining the market’s health.

Smart groups contain ready-to-use groups of securities. Securities within a smart group are determined by filters (scans). The list is then ranked to bring the best of the list to the top. This takes place every time the user updates the database at end of day or intraday.

Among the more recognized ready-to-use smart groups are from Gil Morales and Chris Kacher (coauthors of Trade Like An O’Neil Disciple); Ian Woodward and Ron Brown (private investors/traders who contribute their indicators and strategies); Larry Connors (author of How Markets Really Work and other books); Charles Kirkpatrick, a prolific author, technical analyst and researcher; and Deron Wagner of Morpheus Trading Group.

User groups are where individuals create their own custom groups (watchlists, portfolios, etc.) and save them for historical review/analysis.

HGSI reference groups, smart groups, and user groups can be exported as ASCII or MetaStock files for use with other programs. MetaStock users can export 255, 2,000 or 6,000 securities. The exported ASCII and MetaStock previously exported groups can also be automatically updated at end of day with price and volume. Intraday updates are not available for ASCII or MetaStock updating.

A unique HGSI feature is the automatic creation of group indexes based on user-specified criteria. Individual group indexes can be collected into a user group containing just group indexes. That group itself will contain an index made up of all the indexes in the group. Indexes can be charted, ranked, and filtered. These unique features provide a true top-down capability to locate the strongest candidates for purchasing or the weakest ones for shorting.

Filters (scans) creation: One of most useful program features is the ability to create filters (scans) to limit the number of stocks for investing/trading or for placement in a watchlist. The user can develop specific rules based on any number of varying parameters, thereby creating a custom filter. One popular
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ranking filter is the Morales & Kacher buyable gap up (see Figure 1).

Those who focus on candlesticks and want to identify specific single and multiple candlestick patterns have 33 filter choices available. If the user wanted to identify only those stocks in the S&P 500 with, say, a bearish engulfing pattern today, it can be easily accomplished using a preset candlestick filter. And if the user wanted to specify that pattern to be identified over the past five days, that can also be accomplished. Moreover, a number of the software contributors have added their own filters, which can be used to analyze any group selected.

Many powerful and unique indicators have been developed and added over the years by the investing methods analysis team. In particular, Ian Woodward has developed proprietary indicators including high jump, eureka, kahuna, tsunami, Hindenburg omen (based on others’ research), and Bingo, Bango and Bongo! As Woodward says, “There is no silver-bullet indicator, but two lead bullets are better than none.” Other indicators included in the software are: Box 7 stocks, delta ERG, ERG 240 QEPS force 13, gorilla fundamental combo, and Wolfpacks up and down.

ETF/ETN analysis is easy and fast: For those who also trade or invest in ETF/ETNs, the designer offers 1,577 ETFs divided into a myriad of groups including 13 specific ETF families, inverse and leveraged ETFs, sector and industry ETFs, and more, all preset in the designer. In addition, all the securities included in any ETF/ETN can be displayed with a mouse click. The user can create a custom group of ETFs simply by using filters to develop a new grouping that can then be monitored with the available tools. In this way, the user can easily and quickly extract the ETFs that meet his/her explicit rules.

Warehouse module: The second module is the warehouse. Any group from the designer can be transported into this module by a mouse click. The warehouse contains hundreds of ready-to-use warehouse views, or you can create your own. A warehouse view can display an unlimited number of data columns for the group being analyzed. This may possibly be the largest number of search parameters available in any publicly available software package. In the warehouse view, each data field is placed in a vertical column that can be sorted from high to low value and vice versa. This means all the data in the spreadsheet can be sliced and diced in many different ways to find the top-ranked securities, which can be placed in different subgroups and stored in the user group area for further analysis.

One of the most powerful warehouse features is the combination ranking system (referred to as comboranking), where the user can assign different weights to multiple data fields (see Figure 2). The output shown in the first column of the warehouse view ranks all the securities in that group with their combo rank score, which is measured on a scale of 1–99 with 99 being the highest rank.

For example, you can place the Nasdaq 100 stocks in the warehouse view, select and weight various parameters, and place the 10 stocks with the highest combo ranking in a watchlist or in its own group. Criteria such as EPS growth rate, percent price change in the past 10 days, crossover of the 200-day moving average today, and many other choices can be used with specific values of your choosing to locate the cream of the crop. Then you can go to the charting module and check out the price chart along with the charting parameters of your choosing. This can all be accomplished in seconds with a few mouse clicks. The unique analytics and rapid processing speed are what makes this program’s high-
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complete details including the total return, profit & loss, and maximum drawdown. Filters can easily be changed and new reports prepared quickly for comparison purposes.

**General Housekeeping**
The software provides intraday 15-minute delayed and end-of-day pricing. The first end-of-day data update for downloading is available beginning at 5:30 pm EST, with further updates occurring at 6:30 pm and then 9 pm. The final update occurs by 6:15 am EST the following morning. Updating is accomplished simply by opening the software icon on your desktop and then clicking the update tab. Alternatively, you can specify when the program can automatically perform the update. If you update the database daily, it will take about five to 10 minutes to download, depending on your computer’s internals and Internet download speed. Updating once a week, say, on Saturday, may take 15–20 minutes since five days of data need to be downloaded and processed. The HGSI software license allows registered users to download the software to two of their own PCs, but does not allow downloading to public or shared computers.

**Extensive Educational Support**
There is an active and knowledgeable discussion group (bulletin board) hosted by Yahoo.com where users can sign up, monitor the comments, and participate. HGSI refers to this feature as the stock market investment strategy forum. The participation in this user group is typically dependent on the market’s current situation, volatility, and trend. There are also eight software user groups in the US and Europe, with contact information provided on their website.

Users of the program can also access the HGSI blog where you can find entries written by Ian Woodward, Ron Brown, Dr. Jeffrey Scott, Ian Woodward, and David Steckler.

The help button provides access to the HGSI blog, learning center, and add-ons (new material). A mailing list feature is provided for those who want to receive email announcements regarding updates to weekly market reports and software updates, among other subjects.

Over the years, this software has had continual upgrades and enhancements that have greatly added to its usefulness. For traders and investors who require extensive fundamental and technical filters in addition to the ability to build custom filters, this high-level program fits the bill.

Leslie N. Masonson is the president of Cash Management Resources and the author of a number of books on the stock market. He can be reached at lesmasonson@yahoo.com.
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**Figure 4: HGSI Ranking Module.** This module shows the relative strength over a user-determined weekly time period (for example, 13 weeks) for the 1,500 components of the S&P 1500. The strongest 11 stocks as measured over the last 13 weeks are shown in the table. Ebit Inc. (EBIX) is ranked at the 99 percentile, as are the others shown.

**Figure 5: HGSI Charting.** This chart shows the S&P 1500 index with a number of standard technical indicators and three HGSI custom indicators (Bongo daily & weekly and Kahunas up & down).